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Meet Sakura Sohma, Yuki's twin sister with a sad past and odd sides.
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1 - Meet Sakura, a fight, and a little bit of a story
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Hi it's me again, this is my oc for Fruits Baskets Sakura Sohma, Yuki's twin sister, she has long aqua
hair, with gray eyes, when it gets wet it turns gray, it's in bun, when she trains it's loose braid, the dress
she wears is Japanese not the kimono, I
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Hi it's me again, this is my oc for Fruits Baskets Sakura Sohma, Yuki's twin sister, she has long aqua
hair, with gray eyes, when it gets wet it turns gray, it's in bun, when she trains it's loose braid, the dress
she wears is Japanese not the kimono, I'll draw a picture of it later, all her outfits are aqua and silver,
she wears for necklaces at once, a cross, a black chocker with a flower, a pink chocker with small
beads, three sided ones bigger, and stars all pink, handmade, and a fairy. Her earrings are pink,
handmade, and have three sided beads, and stars. Therefore, here is her story. Everything was almost
normal at the Sohma house, everyone was in the living room, at every car sound Yuki and Shigure kept
looking up. “Who are-?” Kyo started but was cut off by the doorbell. “I'll get.” Tohru said getting up and
walking to open the door to find a girl with aqua hair standing there. “Hi I'm Sakura Sohma.” Sakura
said. The guys walked to go see who it was. Yuki and Sakura's eyes locked. “Hi, guys.” Sakura said.
“Why do you have a suitcase with you Sakura-can?” Tohru asked. “Shii-chan said I could stay.”
Sakura answered. “Kyo would you like to tell her who's sister I am?” Sakura asked. “Why should I?”
Kyo answered. “Kyo I wouldn't do that.” Yuki said. “This is Yuki's twin sister.” Kyo asked after
remembering, something bad. “Guest room first floor, right Shii-chan.” Sakura said. “<i>I wonder what
Yuki-kun meant by that?” Tohru wondered. </i>“Yes.” Shigure answered. Sakura said something to
Kyo, in her mind. <i>“Good choice or you would have met Red Sakura again, I'm sure you remember
what happened last time, when I get back be ready to fight, just don't hit to hard or my Red side will draw
blood.” Sakura told Kyo. “I remember it very well.” </i><i>Kyo said. </i> Sakura walked past the boys
and took off her shoes, and came back later with a shirt that showed her arms, and running pants on,
Tohru looked at Sakura's upper left arm was a band like Haru's only it was aqua, with a red heart and

yellow star init. “Ready Kyo?” Sakura asked. “Yes.” Kyo answered. “Sakura - chan!!” Momiji yelled.
“Hi Momiji.” Sakura answered. The group walked to the back of the house, Sakura and Kyo were
fighting, Kyo punched her to hard. “You idiot.” Yuki said. “Why Yuki-kun?” Tohru asked. “Sakura has
four sides, White, Red, Blue, and Pink” Yuki answered. “Red is like Haru's black side, only it also wants
blood shed, blue is sadness, pink affection, and white is normal.” Yuki explained. Sakura snapped, she
punched Kyo really hard. “Sakura enough.” Yuki said steeping in front of her. “What would Jaden
say?” Momiji said. Sakura went back to normal. “What did I tell you, your lucky Momiji said Jaden.”
Sakura said. Sakura walked back to house to unpack. Later that night. “Sakura dinners ready.” Kyo
said. “I'm not hungry.” Sakura answered. She had one more thing to unpack, and then she'd sit in the
window still. She was finished unpacking and sitting in the window still when she heard a knock at her
door. “Come in.” Sakura said. Yuki walked in with some soup. “Thanks Yuki.” Sakura said. “Tohru-kun
was wondering what your spirit was and why you had four sides.” Yuki said. Sakura moved over on the
window still and Yuki sat next her. “Let her she'll find out, this reminds me of before Jaden and I had to
live with Haru, Momiji, Hatori, and Akito.” Sakura said. “We always were a group the three of us.” Yuki
said. “I remember the day, when Jaden and I had to leave I pushed my happiness to a side, my
sadness was born, and my anger.” Sakura said looking in space. To be continued in chapter 2! Will
Sakura tell them her story, and Momiji might make her embarrassed, and meet two other Sohma's, and
a new family.
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